Chief Executive’s Report - 17 July 2018
Introduction
This report retains broadly the previous format – but also includes a quarterly business
update. The report starts with a short summary and headlines, provides summary reports
from People, Place and Business (as well as Finance) followed by detailed operational
annexes including our dashboard and a forward view.
I have also provided an action log since the start of 2018 just to provide a check on actions
against the things we said we would do. The overall structure is:
1. Executive Summary
a. Headlines – key events since the last meeting
b. Business update
c. Key decisions needed at this board?
d. Forward Look - Key decisions anticipated at our next board(s)?
2. LEP Dashboards
a. Economic
b. Key highlights - reports on the key areas of thematic activities and
challenges
c. Financial
3. Annexes on other operational activities
a. Golden Opportunities
Executive Summary


Nuclear Sector Deal and Construction Sector Deal agreed



Careers Hub application submitted



Digital Skills Partnership launched



Council of LEP Chairs – at No 10 Downing Street



LEP review not yet published

Summary - The First 100 days
During my interview process, I was asked to set out my first 100-day plan and I have brought
this forward into the role. It comprises:
Handover - a smooth transition in Executive Leadership.
Stronger Governance – in the light of the National LEP review (still to be published)

Restated Priorities – owned and understood by all partners – translating the Productivity
Strategy into delivery
During the first weeks, I was significantly assisted by a clear and developed induction
programme – spending 2 days in each of the four-upper tier local areas and by a proper
handover with Chris – not always available to incoming execs - as well as standard induction
processes etc. I am grateful to all for bringing to life the key opportunities across the whole
area and helping really get to grips with the geography meeting a broad range of
stakeholders.
I have also arranged 1:1 meetings with all Board Members, all MPs and all District Councils
which are ongoing.
I have also been able to attend the LEP leadership (advisory) groups (Place, People and
Business) and sub committees (SIP and F&R) pushing hard to turn the delivery plan into
some key shared propositions by the end of the summer.
I have also attended a meeting of the GSW Partnership and restarted a dialogue with
Government on how this and the Rural Productivity Plan can be turned into real shared
action with Government. My goal is to get this and the GSW rural productivity deal
referenced in the Autumn Budget placing HotSW at the fore of developing a Local Industrial
Strategy.
I am very keen to affirm What We Do before making changes to how we do it – the delays
to the publication of the LEP review probably assist this. It is also clear that the goal set out
in the Productivity Review – to double the size of the economy - is extremely ambitious and
that in recent months particularly the area has garnered the attention of Government – the
task therefore is to turn that ambition and attention into deliverable and measurable action
and achievements. – a transformative plan turning good (performance) into great
(performance). Digital will be absolutely key in achieving this ambition.
Moreover, the economy continues to perform well and business sentiment/confidence is
broadly positive – more of that in the business update.
In addition to developing the productivity delivery plan – including holding 'Local
Conversations' in both Devon and Somerset, we have started to look at both the comms
strategy and stakeholder engagement model. Moreover, hopefully by the Board meeting we
will be entirely GDPR compliant with an updated privacy policy etc.
Chris has now departed – with a good send-off - I am grateful to al partners for their time and
support in my induction which I think has achieved the first goal of a smooth transition.
Articulating 'what good looks like'
The HotSW Strategic Economic Plan sets out our purpose and mission.
To lead and influence economic growth, job creation and prosperity across the Heart of the
South West area covering Devon, Plymouth, Somerset and Torbay.

Our mission
“To reposition the Heart of the South West’s profile and reputation, nationally and globally.
Connecting people, places, businesses and ideas to transform our economy, securing
investment in infrastructure and skills to create more jobs and enable rewarding careers.

Business Update
One of the key responsibilities for LEPs is to understand the local economy and be informed
by business and therefore I am proposing that, quarterly, and working closely with the
Chambers (QES), IOD, NFU, CBI and other business representative organisations - and our
own Brexit Resilience group - through the Leadership of the Chair of our Business group.
For this meeting, we are able to drawer on a consultation with local business groups to
support the Chair in his recent No 10 meeting. The Chair will provide verbal feedback of this
discussion.
We consulted with some 21 business groups (representing some 30,000 businesses) to
evidence the temperature of local business performance. The briefing is included in the
Appendices alongside the economy dashboards

Consultees included LEP Board Directors (private sector); FSB and other business
organisations; business support organisations; NFU; Devon & Somerset Chambers;
universities / colleges / training providers; Members from the LEP’s People, Place
and Business Leadership Groups; and individual businesses of various sizes. The
location of the respondents covered our geographical area, included rural / urban
aspects and was cross sectorial.
The Top Issues
Workforce - labour supply and skills - exacerbated by Brexit and accentuated by the
Hinkley affect. This covered the range from schools / careers advice to highly skilled
professionals with international expertise.
Infrastructure - this combined: road, rail, public transport, broadband, housing,
development and digital connectivity
Brexit - the focus on the uncertainty of the final outcome, effects on the labour pool
and the agricultural policy.
The other areas identified were:
 The increasing cost / bureaucracy of doing business (9 points) and
 Financing for businesses and of the LEP (9 points).
Turning Ambition into Delivery

The HotSW Productivity Strategy identifies a single ' simple' ambition - To double the size
of the economy by 2038 and also to deliver Prosperity for All
The agreement and publication of the Productivity Strategy marks the key opportunity to
translate our ambition into delivery working collegiately across different LEP teams – the
core team, the leadership team and joint committee and the LEP Board on a set of aligned
priorities
It is important that the delivery plan has momentum and I have pushed hard to try and frame
the productivity delivery plan by September in order to influence this year’s Budget/Autumn
Statement. I am proposing that the Productivity Delivery Plan and Local Industrial Strategy
are one and the same and I am hopeful that the ‘first cut’ of the productivity delivery plan can
be agreed by this Board and the joint committee at the September meetings.
I initially sense checked with the core team a SWOT analysis for our work – and we aim to
do some work over the coming weeks on updating our comms plan; reducing any meeting
duplication; updating our SLAs with the leadership groups. This SWOT has also been
influenced by my meetings with Board Members and other key stakeholders.
I am not intending to share it with the Board but happy to discuss if individuals are
interested-in summary the LEP journey going forward is a journey of good to great. The LEP
does many things well and most things satisfactorily but if it intends to deliver its ambition
working we will need to work differently and ourselves more productively.
Impact
One of the key challenges for any LEP is how it adds value. I am therefore proposing that
the underlying theme of the annual conference should be about what impact are we making.
With many LEP capital projects we are contributing to the underlying infrastructure to
facilitate growth. Some of this delivery e.g. house building etc. may not yet have happened
but we need to be confident that it will and hold each other to account for these jobs and
housing targets.
If the south west is to secure significant Shared Prosperity Funding in the future, we will not
only have to strong governance with transparent and accountable processes but real
delivery in terms of housing, jobs, learners etc. and that these outputs are contributing to a
positive narrative to the local economy
What’s going well and what isn’t
I would like to draw director’s attention to the following successes / challenges / decisions /
feedback needed.
i.

Productivity Delivery Plan – as part of this Board meeting , we will be sharing the
narrative/templates of a number of key opportunities in our LEP area including
a. Advanced Engineering (including Nuclear, Marine and Aerospace) – the
Nuclear Sector Deal was published on July 2nd, 201 and we are now working
closely with national and local partners of its implementation, particularly

about the place elements relating to the local supply chain. The WNE event
was held this month in Paris – Nuclear SW had a stand.
b. Marine – the Marine Expo was held in Plymouth this month and we will be
sharing a draft delivery plan
c. Digital (including Creative, Big Data and Silicon) – the HOSW Digital Skills
partnership was launched last month and we are currently recruiting the
project manager role
d. Core economy (including Tourism, Heathy Aging and Food and Drink) – these
agendas cross LEP boundaries and are currently part of our regional working
on Rural agendas. That said I also sense we will need in future to put more
resource into this area than we have in the past.
ii.

Our transport programme – There are updates from SIP on both the M5 Junction 25 at
Taunton and the Forder Valley Link Road at Plymouth

iii.

European Social Fund: Additional Calls – Following the discussion at the last Board
meeting, as agreed we have circulated a briefing on our strategy to ensure all ESIF
funding is committed (prior to the Brexit) . Further calls are expected to be issued in the
coming weeks including further work with European Social Fund: Opt-In Programmes

iv.

Careers Hub / Enterprise Advisor Network – In addition to the submitted Careers Hub
bid, we are currently bringing the service 'in house (Devon County Council) to provide an
expansion and broadening of activity, with the additional of a Career Hub (if successful)
providing a wider array of support and advice to member schools as highlight in other
board papers.

v.

Hinkley Strategic Delivery Forum / Hinkley Point Training Agency – The LEP Chair
formerly opened the Exeter College HPTA facility last week.

vi.

Construction Skills Group – CITB have announced a bidding opportunity for construction
skills. A number of bids are likely to come in from across the HotSW area which may
start to deliver some of our ambitions in this area but we should encourage collaboration
to avoid competing bids so that we might endorse a small number of compelling
propositions rather than have to referee competing aspirations.

vii.

Growth Hub – elsewhere on the agenda is an update from the Business Leadership
Group about next steps for the Growth Hub.

viii.

Unlocking Growth Fund - The fund is fully allocated. However, SIP is considering how it
might progress a further round of if the LEP found it had available resource if another
project ran into difficulties.

ix.

Rural Productivity Plan - we have started a dialogue through BEIS/HCLG on the terms of
engagement on how we might best secure a Rural Productivity Deal with Government as
identified in the published plan. This will be challenging – to a degree it is unchartered
territory as it will require cross-departmental support (DCMS and DEFRA) as well as
Treasury. Officials have indicated that we will need to write (green book compliant)
business cases for each of our key themes – Digital, Food and Drink, Tourism – but are
assisted by some work in the Borderlands. I think we will need to proceed in 2 ways – to
prepare with Government support out initial business cases and to lobby to get
ministerial backing for the approach.

x.

Greater South West – similarly we have been discussing with officials the next steps for
the Greater South West. A letter has been drafted setting out our objectives for the
Partnership and there is a specific work stream to take forward the Sub-National
Transport Body. We will need to continue to contribute financially (approx. £10k per
annum) to support the secretariat (currently provided through a secondee from Dorset
LEP and we are leading on the rural theme (the rural productivity strategy). The other
themes are Trade and Investment and Transport.
What are the key decisions needed at this board?
Strategic papers: 6.1 Growth Hub (from BLG) commercially confidential
6.2 Junction 25 M5 (from SIP) commercially confidential
6.3 Forder Valley Link Road (from SIP) commercially
confidential
Operational papers: 6.4 Productivity Strategy – opportunities
6.5 Strength in Places Bid – commercially confidential
6.6 ESIF update – commercially confidential
What are the key decisions anticipated at our next board(s)




Productivity Strategy Delivery Plan – first cut for sign off
LEP Review conclusions and implications for our LEP
Draft Rural productivity plan

BUSINESS BRIEFING FOR MEETING WITH THE PM
(JUNE 2018)

The following feedback has been elicited from the wider business community over
the last month via email correspondence with 21 targeted individuals. The
respondents represent (through their membership / networks) around 30,000 of the
businesses and enterprises in the HotSW area - just over a third of our business
stock.
The 21 respondents included:
LEP Board Directors (private sector); FSB and other business organisations;
business support organisations; NFU; Devon & Somerset Chambers; universities /
colleges / training providers; Members from the LEP’s People, Place and Business
Leadership Groups; and individual businesses of various sizes. The location of the
respondents covered our geographical area, included rural / urban aspects and was
cross sectorial.
The Top Issues
Workforce - labour supply and skills 30 points
Exacerbated by Brexit and accentuated by the Hinkley affect. This covered the
range from schools / careers advice to highly skilled professionals with
international expertise.

Infrastructure - 29 points
this combined: road, rail, public transport, broadband, housing, development
and digital connectivity.
Brexit - 20 points
with the focus on the uncertainty of the final outcome, effects on the labour
pool and the agricultural policy.
The other areas identified were:



The increasing cost / bureaucracy of doing business (9 points) and
Financing for businesses and of the LEP (9 points).

Examples of the Anecdotal Feedback
Skills & Labour Shortages

Availability of labour and skill levels in the region - ageing demographic; lack of
affordable housing; brain drain away from SW for ‘younger generation’; lack of public
and “good” transport routes for those in rural & other locations to get to work;
accentuated by Hinkley; present model of careers guidance not helping this; Brexit
effect on labour and skills.
Some good news
“Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (KTPs) are proving extremely popular for businesses …
with a significant increase in recent months. This is a useful barometer of the positive mood
of industry in the SW and is also a result of the increased funding for KTPs made by
Innovate U.K. A continuation of the model now employed by Innovate U.K. in rolling out this
product will make a big impact on SME innovation and GVA in the South West.”

Some not so good news
“Skills shortage generally – Hi Tech businesses are being encouraged back to the
South East due to relatively poor physical connectivity and lack of concentration of
high value business in the area. Example Hi Tech business with 90% export …
struggling to recruit and common feedback received “I like your business but if it got
into difficulties and I was laid off then there is nothing else locally I could apply for.
Therefore, I would be risking my job and my home / forced to uproot.” This type of
feedback is common among the higher wage paying businesses – those that will
contribute most to our productivity.”
Infrastructure
“broadband, broadband and broadband’ as the single most important thing raised by
every single contributor to the (Rural) Commission…”
Brexit uncertainty
“Unsurprising, but this remains the overriding concern, and across a number of
areas. The possible effects on access to skills and the ability to retain talent is high
on the list, as are the unknowns surrounding future trade tariffs. The perception of
business is that the Government is either not hearing their concerns, or they are
aware but unwilling / unable to act. In some cases the result is apathy, elsewhere
anger - but overall the recognition that business just has to get on with it in spite of
these uncertainties.”
Bank of England: Agents' Summary of Business Conditions - May 2018
(national)
Consumer spending growth slowed markedly, in part due to adverse weather.
Recruitment difficulties became more broad-based; total labour cost growth rose.

Recruitment difficulties had broadened across skills and sectors, which was
reported to be partly due to reduced availability of EU migrant workers. Employment
intentions had ticked up in manufacturing but remained weak in consumer services,
due to higher labour costs and weak sales. Growth in total labour costs had edged
up (Chart 5), reflecting slightly higher pay settlements than in 2017 and the increase
in employers’ pensions auto-enrolment contributions. Pay settlements had typically
been in the 2½–3½% range, with higher awards targeted at retaining staff with key
skills. Recruitment difficulties became more broad-based; total labour cost growth
rose.

This publication generally covers intelligence gathered from business contacts
between late February and mid-April 2018. It generally makes comparisons with
activity and prices over the past three months on a year earlier.

i.

LEP Dashboards

a) Economic
Please note that the data provides a snapshot from the current data and the national
sources used often do not present the most up to date picture. For a more up to date picture
of the local economy that takes account of the very latest developments Board Directors are
encouraged to contact their local economic development teams. If directors require any
further amplification on the data sources, please do let us know.

